An automatic programming approach has been developed for the use of sensor based computers (IBM System17 and Seriesll) It has been more than 15 years since digital computers were introduced for process control.
forerunners of the executive programs subsequently provided on the larger business computers. Control computers, with small available main storage, provided multiprogramming in many partitions with a large number of pre-emptive interrupt and priority levels (386 on the IBM 1800) to satisfy the fast response required for plant alarm conditions. Application programs such as IBM's PROSPRO and DDC programs'" were subsequently developed with a forms oriented approach to provide information on variables controlled or monitored by the digital computer system. These programs eliminated a substantial portion of the programming effort for system installation, so that plant monitoring and alarm functions, in many cases, could be started within only a few weeks of the hardware installation. The time was reduced if the system executive was generated prior to the computer installation and all the forms for plant variables were filled in to provide data for the supervisory programs such as DDC and PROSPRO before the system arrived. Several weeks still were required, of course, for programmers and engineers to prepare for the installation. And beyond the plant monitoring function, considerable effort was required to implement control functions, often extending into months after the initial installation.
In the early 1970's, further reduction in hardware cost was reflected in systems such as the IBM System/7 for sensor based applications. A host program preparation facility was developed for generating the System17 real-time operating system, as well as application programs, on large systems such as System/360 for subsequent transmission to a System/7. In addition, the Application Program Generator (APG),3 a PL/I-like language, was developed to further reduce software effort. In spite of these developments, and the availability of specialized application packages for System/7, the installation effort was not reduced dramatically, in part because many customer installations could not justify a fulltime programmer. Thus computer vendors were forced to provide extensive software support.
With the introduction of yet smaller and less expensive process control systems such as the IBM Seriedl, it has become mandatory to strive toward a programmerless environment in many applications so that the benefits of digital computer control can be provided with a reasonable software/hardware cost ratio.
Application requirements
As opposed to a batch data processing environment, real-time sensor based applications require some special user interfaces to L 0 Interfaces must be defined between the user device (control point) and the digital and analog hardware input/output addresses on the computer. Decisions must be made regarding alarm scanning frequency, program scheduling for alarm and normal functions, priority assignments, and system resource allocation.
0
Programs must be scheduled according to application requirements, such as controlled device cycling in energy management applications. A multiprogramming executive interface to the system supervisor must provide all time-dependent inputs with assigned priority levels and specify which programs are to occupy which partitions, in order to optimize memory usage. Files of different sizes on bulk memory (disk or diskette) must be allocated for the user's environment, which varies with the number of sensors, control points, and alarm points and the length of time the user wishes to retain data logs.
Basically, the user must be able to tailor an application program, its supporting supervisor, and the associated bulk files by using "fill-in-the-blanks" forms. Questions on the forms should address the user's application; they should not require users to provide program specifications. Suggested default values should be provided in case the user is not sure of the answers at the beginning.
A programming automation approach used in a specific application is described below. The application is energy management in a building, using IBM System/7 and Series/]. The task is to enable a facilities engineer who is unfamiliar with programming to define his system by means of questions and answers. In addition, a facility also should be provided that enables programmers to modify application programs or add new programs to extend the functions of the system.
Facilities energy management
Facilities energy management was chosen for this programming approach because a large number of digital control systems have been installed successfully for this application. Furthermore, because of the continually increasing cost of energy, energy management provided a potential computer application for smaller users who are unsophisticated in programming. The user environment can range from total unfamiliarity with control computers (as in many department stores, for example) to the sophistication of a large industrial facility with a trained programming staff. The application does not require a great deal of control complexity, so the success of this approach can be measured independently of Essentially, in this application, the digital computer performs the following functions:
Monitors power consumption from one or more power meters, comparing it with time-dependent target and maximum consumptions. When specified targets are exceeded, selected devices are turned off for periods specified by the user. Turns devices on and off according to the time of day, and periodically cycles devices during their on period, as during the first shift. Monitors large numbers of alarm-condition points and overrides control of one or more devices according to whether the alarm points are on or off. Alarm conditions may arise if values of temperature, pressure, or flow in air conditioning equipment exceed limits, or if the environmental temperature or humidity exceeds limits, or if the security of an area is violated. Controls inlet air dampers based on outside air enthalpy; adjusts device ofs times according to outdoor temperature and interfaces to control panels in facility control rooms.
Details of this application are given in References 4 and 5.
Device control functions are performed by digital output from the control computer. Power consumption, alarm signals, and temperature and humidity measurements are read from digital input.
Any problems that involve noise isolation or signal loss generally are handled through a hardware interface between the sensor and the computer system. Interface noise problems are not insignificant, but experience with large numbers of systems has led to standard designs for minimizing them.
Automatic program generation on System/7
In a previous paper,6 the author described a "fill-in-the-blanks'' approach to generating power management application software for the IBM System/7. That work is described here briefly because the Series/l approach evolved from experience with the System/7 program, and the Systeml7 program involved some new concepts in program automation for sensor based applications.
The operating system for System/7, referred to as MSP/7 (Modular System Program for Sy~tem/7),~ is created by specifying parameters for system macros (coding the macros) and assembling them to prepare a system nucleus. Nucleus preparation involves specifying hardware addresses for data processing 1/0, sensor based 110, and timers, as well as scheduling the frequency with which application programs are to run under the operating system and 
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specifying the initial startup program at program load time. To avoid difficulties for the facilities engineer who is unfamiliar with programming, it is desirable to automate this process.
The fill-in-the-blanks facility for provides some degree of automation for preparing the MSP/7 nucleus, with a reasonable degree of validity checking of answers. This facility was extended to tailor a complete application source program, step by step as follows:
The application source, written in the high-level language of APG/7, is made into a "prototype" which is processed according to the user's answers to form a compilable source. Portions of the prototype are shown in Figure 1 , and the program source after processing is illustrated in Figure 2 . Dimensions are filled in, source code is eliminated, repeated, or retained, and variables are defined, all based on the user's answers. A file containing the APG fill-in-the-blanks answers for generating the System/7 operating system macro source was itself made into a prototype, which was processed according to a minimum of user answers. This in effect allowed the creation of system parameters such as the number of multiprogram partitions, and it allowed specification of the storage location of programs based on user answers regarding machine mem- ory size and whether the system incorporates disk storage. Some typical questions are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 illustrates part of the answer prototype as processed using answers to the questions in Figure 3 .
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The job control language required to assemble the system supervisor and compile the application programs created in the first two steps was also made into a prototype file. This file was processed according to user answers, creating a system tailored to fit the application requirements based on the user's machine configuration.
In essence, the user answers questions on forms prepared for the application, enters the answers by means of a keyboard or punched cards, and follows a prescribed ten-step procedure to generate his system. The ten steps themselves could have been automated, but an inaccurate answer, recognized at the end of system generation, could require total system regeneration. In addition, it was decided to provide the user with system information between procedural steps. Further, a programmer can intercede between steps to add or modify application programs or modify the system nucleus. Depending on the complexity of the user's application, total system generation, after specifying the user answers, took 5 to 12 hours of Systeml7 time.
In almost all System/7 energy management installations, systems engineering assistance was required for system generation. When the stepwise procedure was followed, program generation and installation went smoothly. Difficulties arose when program modifications and functional extensions to the application were required, mainly because it was necessary to have operational knowledge of nucleus generation, system macro definitions, the job control procedure for the compiler, the assembler, the linkage editor, and the source language.
Major objections to this procedure on System/7 can be summarized as follows:
System generation took several hours and, in most cases, required a System/7 larger than the erergy-management System/7.
Changes in some answers to the system questions required regeneration of the system.
Program modification or extension required not only knowledge of APG/7, but availability of the APG/7 compiler and macro assembler at the system generation site, and familiarity with the System/7 program preparation facility job control language.
Clearly, automation must go further for systems such as the IBM than that for System17, and program preparation is to be minimized if not entirely eliminated.
Energy management with Seriedl
The IBM Series/l is a sensor based digital computer system with bulk memory on a fixed disk as well as on removable diskettes. With certain access frequency restrictions, the diskettes can be used for programs as well as data.
From the standpoint of cost justification, the application has to be diskette based rather than disk based. All interdependencies among the real-time executive, the language compiler, and the application are to be avoided as much as possible so the user will need no additional training or background to modify the application program. The application system had to be self contained and easy to modify with a simple, high-level language, both for writing new application programming modules and for modifying the standard programs included with the application. These requirements were addressed as described in the following paragraphs.
The architecture of the energy management real-time supervisor for Series11 is based on the System17 LABS17 and EDXI7 prog r a m~.~,~ Support in the supervisor was restricted to the 110 devices used in the application.
A subset of EDXI7 was chosen as the high-level language for the application program, with certain additions and modifications in the input/output commands. Data queuing features were added for communication between asynchronously executing modules. The command set provides a PLh-type language via structured macros, but it is simpler and more primitive, and it is closer to assembler language.
The system generation step is eliminated by providing all executable programs in object form on a diskette. As is shown below, the program architecture made the execution programs independent of variations in most user requirements.
A forms oriented, step-by-step personalization procedure was included for entering all data about the user's facility. This information was stored in data tables on a diskette. All the tables were constructed with reasonable default values for as many parameters as possible when user answers were omitted. Diskette file space was allocated for a maximum number of control and monitor points.
The program was designed with functional modules, so that the user could start up his installation within minutes by responding, 
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at initial-program-load time, to the prompts shown in Figure 5 . The user could then progress by providing on-line data about his control and monitoring points and his facilities control strategies. The application also was divided into operational modes, so when the user provides data for an individual function, the corresponding functional mode can be activated. Table 1 shows the various application modes and their functional descriptions.
All communication between program modules regarding the user's facility is via data tables which, with default values, are on the application program diskette. Diskette tables and files for logs are pre-allocated for the maximum building facility supported by the program. The user is thus relieved of having to allocate files based on his particular requirements. The tables, based on user 
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Time-of-day stadstop All devices placed and maintained in timecontrol of-day state.
4
Cyclic startktop control All cyclic control devices (defined on device parameter forms) are cycled during time-ofday on time.
5
Demand control All demand control devices (defined on device parameter forms) are controlled.
6
Extended condition Extended condition switch feature becomes switch control active.
7
Enthalpy control Outside air inlet damper under computer control.
8
Outside air strategy Certain device off-times (defined on tempercontrol ature-dependent basic parameter form and temperature-dependent device off-time form) are modified when there is an environmental temperature change.
answers to personalization parameters, are built in main storage for each functional mode when the mode is activated by the user. The same table storage is released when related functional modes are deactivated. The GETMAIN and FREEMAIN commands in the application language allow this function. The storage table addresses were always maintained in a system vector table, which was used by programs to address data in the various tables. The personalization parameters are developed from forms which are described in Reference 10.
Utilities are provided for users who want to modify programs and extend the application functions by programming their own modules. The utilities include a function for translating a module written in the EDX subset language into an executable program, as well as library facilities for allocating, copying, listing, and modifying files on a diskette, and a source library editor with Tso-like commands to edit, insert, and modify source text for program modules. Because the system is diskette based and has limited bulk storage, certain size restrictions are required, such as a maximum of 425 program source statements and 30 new user modules.
For users who have no need to modify programs, as well as for those with a programming background who want to modify or add program modules, the system is totally self contained. It does not depend on any other operating system or program preparation facility, and no knowledge of compiler or assembler operation is required.
The need for a job control language is eliminated by using simple commands for library utility functions, for source editing, and in the programming language itself. Wherever possible, utility functions are designed to operate in a conversational format so as to minimize operator errors. Details of the commands are given in Reference 10.
Although program preparation utilities can be used only off line, requiring the application to be stopped, the program source can be modified and translated into a load module in 10 to 20 minutes, excluding time required for printing during translation and operator entries for the source editor. This is possible because the program architecture allows each application module to function separately, communicating via common tables, with the supervisor performing relocatable loading. As long as program modification is preplanned and source changes involve no more than 10 to 15 lines in a module, the entire application can be brought back on line within an hour.
Application generation on Seriedl
This section shows the steps a user follows to modularize, or personalize, the program for his building facility. The personalization programs execute in a transient area while the application is running, so the user can change parameters in his facility after his initial specifications, or he can activate additional control and monitoring points after specifying their characteristics by personalization.
The user is given forms to fill out, providing information about his facility. Several types of forms are used, depending on the functions chosen. The forms are described in Reference 10. An initialization form provides the basic system parameters required to start up the application, including the number of control and monitoring points, the user's power meter factor, the method used by the utility company in calculating peak demand, and the number of digital input/output cards used.
After the program is initialized, the system can start the power meter monitoring function and can generate consumption reports (mode 1 in Table 1 ). The system can start monitoring alarms and time of day functions (modes 2 and 3) as soon as the user has per-sonalized data for at least one device and one monitoring point. As personalization progresses for more devices and monitoring points, they are brought under system control. Device control specifications can be changed on line by first deactivating system control of the device, then restoring it after the changes have been made. Other functions, such as device cycling (mode 4), demand control (mode 9 , enthalpy control (mode 7), temperature conditioning of device cycling (mode 8), and device control override with logical combination of multiple monitoring point status, can be activated as their personalization data is completed, using operator commands and requests. See References 4 and 10 for details of these forms and for prompts and operator procedures.
Once a user has preplanned the control strategies for his facility and transferred the information to the personalization forms, he generally can start his application on the same day the Series/l is installed and wiring is completed to the Series/l through a manual control panel.
Description of results
The results of the System/7 approach, discussed above, point out the pitfalls of long program generation times and of dependence, for program modification, on knowledge of compilers, supervisor control programs, and a job control language. In most cases, up to two weeks were required for program preparation and installation. Almost all the System/7 installations involved program modification or application extensions, so the success of our approach on System/7 cannot be measured objectively.
For Seriesll , the application has been installed at several building facilities, including some within IBM. In the first few installations, a hardware interface for the building and the computer (that is, a manual control panel) was already available since a Series/l was replacing a System/7. The program was personalized and the system brought on line in one to two days in these cases. In one location, additional program functions were activated after the required temperature and humidity sensors were linked to the Series/l. Meanwhile the system was on line, performing normal facilities control functions.
Judging by data available from various installations to date, the reception of this approach to program automation has been enthusiastic. Compared with previously experienced delays in program installation, the reduction in system installation time has had a remarkable effect on the acceptance of computers by facilities management personnel.
A limited number of users have employed the program preparation facility to alter programs to match existing control panel in-terfaces and add other program modules. In almost all cases, the alteration was accomplished easily. Some programmers have objected to the size restriction imposed on user programs because of limited diskette space as well as the fixed directory allocation. Once a programmer is convinced of the advantages of modular architecture, however, the objection to size restrictions tends to become less vigorous.
Oddly, in new Series/l energy management installations, the responsibility for delays in installation startup has shifted back to hardware, specifically the interface panels and wiring that provide the control and monitoring path from the computer to the user's equipment. With proper planning and analysis of the building facility to provide personalization data for the program, it is not unusual for energy savings to be achieved the first week after hardware installation is complete.
